
 

 

 

 

Introduction to Lino Cut 

Lesson One 

 

Lesson break down: 

1) Meet the tutor 

2) Benefits of lino print 

3) About materials and equipment 

4) Mark making for lino cut and print 

5) Playing and exploring - a practice exercise 

6) Different approaches with an introduction to the project 

7) Making 'The Cut' 

 

This lesson includes a brief introduction to lino cut techniques and is packed with design 

examples along the way to help you get inspired! Following the introduction, your tutor 

Catherine explains the basic principles of relief printing and the context of lino cut within the 

wider subject of printmaking. 

 

Catherine then takes you through a practice section followed by a demonstration to help 

you cut your own design onto a 10cm x 10cm print plate. You can use the template 

Catherine provides (Liverpool Cityscape scene) or choose your own design and get stuck in!  

 

There will be a preview of the agenda for lesson 2 and an opportunity to prepare extra print 

bases for anyone who wants to. Remember you can complete this course in your own time. 

Students are encouraged to be creative in exploring their own marks and investigating new 

ones.  

 

Further reading references:  

“Block Print” (Andrea Lauren ISBN 9781631591136/ 2016) 

“Making an Impression” (Genine D Zlatkis ISBN 9781454701255/ 2012) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Throughout this lesson you will learn more about: 

1. Single & multiple colour prints 

2. Direction & orientation of the image 

3. How to reverse text by using tracing paper 

4. How to sketch out & plan a design 

5. How to use the tutorial template 

6. Transfer the image to lino using tracing paper 

7. Demonstration – cutting the project print plate 

 



 

Glossary 

 

Relief Print 

Printmaking can be divided into four basic categories: relief, intaglio, planographic, and 

stencil. Relief printmaking is one of the simplest types of printmaking, in which material is carved 

or taken away from around the protruding design that is to be printed so that only the design 

appears. 

 

Linocut 

Linocut is a printmaking technique and a variant of woodcut, in which a sheet 

of linoleum (sometimes mounted on a wooden block) is used for a relief surface. A design is 

cut into the linoleum surface with a sharp knife, V-shaped chisel or gouge, with the raised 

(uncarved) areas representing a reversal (mirror image) of the parts to show printed. The 

linoleum sheet is inked with a roller (called a brayer), and then impressed onto paper or 

fabric. The actual printing can be done by hand or with a printing press. 

 

Print Plate 

Surface onto which an image is created, and ink added. 

 

Block Print Ink 

A specialist ink used in all relief printing available as oil or water based.  

 

Mark Making 

A term used to describe the different lines, patterns, and textures we create in a piece of art. 

It applies to any art material on any surface, not only paint on canvas or pencil on paper. 

 

Brayer 

The artistic term for a roller.  

 

Lino Tool 

Usually a handle with interchangeable cutting blades. The most common lino tools are 

V Tools and U Tools. U Tools carve softer lines with a curved end point and an even width, 
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but it can be harder to get control over the placement of your edges. V Tools can give a 

variety of line widths with the same tool, are good for accurate edges and corners. 

 

Burr 

In printmaking, a burr is made of the material that remains on a printing plate after it has been 

cut – in linocut this is a ‘tail’ of lino which cause defects in the final print if they are not fully 

removed. 

 

Enjoy your first lesson! 

  

Chat with your tutor Catherine in the Introduction to Lino Cut private Facebook 

group! This group has been set up exclusively for members of Introduction to Lino Cut, 

as a place to ask questions, get feedback on your work and share experiences, tips, 

and advice with fellow students. 

 

 


